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Evaluation of the effectiveness of 940nm Diode Laser in second-stage Dental Implant Surgery compared with the Conventional Scalpel Procedure: An in vivo Study
Author(s): Ra'ed Mohammed Ayoub Al- Delayme* and Lutfi Ghulam Awazli

Background: Modification of the surgical laser technique could make it useful in dental implantology. ...
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Orbital fractures are relatively common midfacial injuries encountered in urban areas. Patients usually are seen with periorbitaloedema and restricted eye movements with or without changes in vision. ...
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**Evaluation of Head Position in Static and Dynamic Three-Dimensional Imaging: a review of the Literature**
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Author(s): Marie Kjærgaard Larsen* and Torben H. Thygesen,

Background: The interest in three-dimensional imaging in orthognathic treatment planning has been growing, especially for evaluation of the natural head position. Several three-dimensional devices are available on the market. Three-dimensional evaluation of the patient will probably soon be a standard tool/method in orthognathic treatment planning. Purpose: The pu ...
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**Cutting bone with drills, burs, lasers and piezotomes: A comprehensive systematic review and recommendations for the clinician**
Background: New tools for bone-cutting were introduced to oral and maxillofacial surgery in the last decade, such as lasers and piezotomes. Purpose: to evaluate most recent evidence, when surgical procedures performed with drills or burs are compared with laser- and/or piezotome-surgical procedures in experimental and clinical studies and to assess possible advant ...